
Anytime I remember or see images of the Jan. 6th Capitol riot, I recognize that I

have felt these feelings before. Because being Black in America is a constant loop of

traumatic deja vu. The violence, the chants, the outright entitlement. Words spoken

at the end of the rally by former President Trump were things that I’ve heard after

social progress is made.

We fight like hell, and if you don’t fight like hell, you’re not going to have a

country anymore,” Trump said. “So we are going to walk down Pennsylvania

Avenue – I love Pennsylvania Avenue – and we are going to the Capitol.”.

A D V E R T I S E M E N T

God forbid anybody of color has an opportunity to bask in hope. The Capitol Riots

wasn’t just one event. It’s America’s dirty laundry that’s likely never getting washed.

Jan. 6th was the August 2017 rally in Charlottesville, Va, where white supremacists

in sweater vests, khakis, boat shoes, carrying lit Home Depot tiki torches, paraded

around a Thomas Jefferson statue shouting, “you will not replace us.” Former

President Trump declared that there were “mighty fine people on both sides” as a

young woman named Heather Heyer was killed being run over in a car in a counter-

protest. 
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Cover stories were devoted to people with these crazy conspiracy theories and

providing racism a “both sides” platform. Then, the news networks covered every

single rally like it was the NFL draft and hired pundits for the sake of ratings. The

chaos of the Muslim Ban left people stranded at airports and detained for hours.

January 6 is no different than Trump’s speech branding a group of people as helpless

and giving an excuse for everybody else to view them in that light:

“You’re living in poverty, your schools are no good, you have no jobs, 58% of your

youth is unemployed – what the hell do you have to lose?”

Lastly, it was every Facebook and Twitter post dripping with misinformation that

was allowed to fly for engagement’s sake. There are many more examples I could

provide, but my point is the violence at the Capitol building didn’t happen in a

vacuum–it was always in motion. Jan. 6th was happening in pockets on a sequence

for years. You can even go as far back as turning hoses and police dogs on Black

women in the 1960s or the 1921 Tulsa Massacre. Jan. 6th is a generational cancer.

We all just had to be sitting at home to see it.

Just like the 11-minute video of George Floyd being murdered, America couldn’t run

from this. The people who committed the insurrection weren’t used to losing. They

had four years of an administration who constantly obliged that they were “the

underdog,” and it was time to “Make America Great Again,” fueling a long-

simmering fever of white supremacy.

A D V E R T I S E M E N T

Even before the election happened, there was the conditioning: “mail-in ballots are

bad. The only fair result is if I win.” One thing about those who live by prejudice is

that there is never enough. Just when there was a hint that someone else who didn’t

look like them was going to get a chance, out came the biking helmets, zip-ties, and

face paint.

But then the 2020 election happened. Then, the Georgia special election with two

vacant Senate seats. Look at the backlash when Black people and minorities start to

have ample access to vote.

A D V E R T I S E M E N T

Even now, Jan. 6th is still happening. There’s currently an attack on what is being

taught to children in schools under the guise of an anti-Critical Race Theory

movement. As noted by The Washington Post, 163 Republicans, who believe the

2020 Election was stolen, are running for state positions. If they win, that would give

them authority over any future election outcomes; 147 current Republican

lawmakers still won’t acknowledge Joe Biden as president.
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We’ll continue to mark the anniversary of Jan. 6 for every year to come, but Black

people saw this coming long ago.
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I gotta say, it’s very interesting that the former President thinks that the sitting Vice

President has the power to determine who the next President should be. That’s a very

interesting power that Kamala Harris has. 
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Jan. 6th Has Been Happening For Years. If We're Not Careful, We'll See It In Its Final Form
On the anniversary of the January 6th attempted coup, best believe that this could happen again

By Murjani Rawls1/06/22 5:00PM Comments (13) Alerts

WASHINGTON, DC - JANUARY 06: Pro-Trump supporters storm the U.S. Capitol following a rally with President Donald Trump on

January 6, 2021, in Washington, DC. Trump supporters gathered in the nation’s capital today to protest the ratification of

President-elect Joe Biden’s Electoral College victory over President Trump in the 2020 election. Photo: Samuel Corum (Getty
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Kanye West Announces Official Drop Date for Donda 2

'DONDA2 COMING 2 22 22 EXECUTIVE PRODUCED BY FUTURE,' Ye wrote online.

By Shanelle GenaiAn hour ago Comments (4) Alerts

Even if you are not ready for Donda 2, it cannot always be nonexistent. 

Yup, you read that right folks. The time has officially come for the follow up to the

artist formerly known as Kanye West’s 2021 Donda. Per a photo posted to Ye’s

Instagram on Thursday, it appears Donda 2 is set to hit the streets on Feb. 22, 2022.

(That’s 2/22/22 in case anybody needed further clarification.)

Ye attends the Kenzo Fall/Winter 2022/2023 show as part of Paris Fashion Week on January 23, 2022 in Paris, France. Photo:

Pascal Le Segretain (Getty Images)
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